Dear IADS Family,

Welcome to IADS Magazine NOVEMBER 2018 Issue!

I am very excited to share with you our new magazine issue which has a few changes since last term! First of all, don’t rush to read it, just take a quick look at the following pages and you will notice our changed design. For this I want to say big thanks to coordinator of graphic design - Mohamed Fayed who helped me to fulfill my ideas in the best possible way! After quick review of design, I suggest start paying more attention to the articles and read them carefully. We have invited social media celebrity orthodontist Dr. Gabriela Rueda from Mexico for IADS Español section which was combined with IADS Stories, so the interview could be available in both languages Spanish and English. Also, for the first time IADS Magazine has included professional research - study article! In IADS Research section you could read more about effervescent vitamin C effect on resin composite. I want to thank Aws Salah - coordinator of IADS Magazine who was managing work among writers and Zeinab Hussein - coordinator of social media who helped to advertise IADS Magazine in the first place and made it so highly anticipated! Last but not least, liaison officer of editorial board, Silvi Domnori, who coordinated work among the whole team members! Let’s not forget coordinator of video editing - Mark Rizkalla who is working on our secret project that you will hear about soon! So thanks to all these people mentioned above and the rest 22 editorial board members my visions were made reality and you are able to have this brand new IADS Magazine issue in front of you!

Greta Kersyte
IADS Editor-in-Chief

Dear Readers,

Hooray! A fresh and new IADS Magazine is waiting for You. This issue features a little bit of everything - science and volunteering, internal and external, old and new and much more. Our members are active all over the world bringing forth dentistry and working on numerous fascinating matters. The world is in a constant change and oral health must be kept as a priority within the local, national and international health agendas. The capacity IADS has is immense with trainings, IVP-s, researches, congresses and partnerships happening all the time. Sharing information, writing articles and making interviews is an efficient way how our members can motivate each other and create new opportunities for self-development.

It makes me happy to see how the magazine has grown and developed with more variety being constantly added by the Editorial Board. So grab a cup of coffee and check out the pages ahead. Enjoy!

Ave Pold
President